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Who we work with

VisitCanberra Research

Pollinate Pulse

Since 2019, Pollinate have surveyed Canberra’s
domestic tourism market in NSW, VIC and QLD

Since 2007, Pollinate has surveyed over 25,000
Australians via The Pulse

Evaluating:

Applying a systems (rather than a linear) approach,
opportunity for transformational change are found
in the overlaps between pillars

•
•
•
•
•

Perception of the domestic travel market
Intention to travel
Likelihood to visit Canberra
Perception of Canberra
Response to VisitCanberra advertising

n=500 respondents across NSW, VIC, QLD, with sample representative of the general local population

4
n=1000 Australians aged 14-64, every March & September. Sample representative of the general Australian population

Visiting
Canberra

1 in 2 are on the

fence

1 in 5 are likely to
visit Canberra on an
upcoming short
break or weekend
away

But 1 in 4 are
extremely unlikely to
visit Canberra
anytime soon

B6: The next time you go on a short break or weekend away, how likely are
you to visit Canberra? Base n=500
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What attracts people to Canberra
Why are you likely to travel to Canberra?

“

•
•
•
•
•

Exhibitions or displays at museums
Because it is Capital and has lots of museums
To visit Questacon
The War Museum
Take kids and show them the history

• Art and food and tourist attractions
• Excellent city, lots of diverse food
• Visit friends and wineries
• A great cultural scenery and lots of delicious

food
• I really like the environment there
• Really like the city and so many different types
of things to do and see
• There is good scenery and the culture there is
so good that I can relax
B7. Why are you likely to travel to Canberra?

Image source: https://canberra.com.au/
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What are
Australians
thinking and feeling
that we can tap into
and get them on the
road to Canberra?

Image source: https://trade.visitcanberra.com.au/
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We track 41 issues and here is what is dominant right now…
Society

Environment

Access to affordable education / healthcare

Animal extinction

Ageing population

Bushfires

COVID-19

Carbon emissions

Crime

Climate change

Disease outbreak / epidemic

Drought

Escalating international conflicts

Floods

Federal government emergency support

Global warming

Fundamentalist left / right-wing movements

Habitat destruction

Gender equality

Rising sea levels

Immigration

Waste disposal

Economy
Affordable housing
Household income
Job security
Poverty
The Australian economy
The cost of living
The global economy
Unemployment

Online misinformation
Personal happiness
Political system
Quality of education / healthcare
Refugee resettlement to Australia
Religious influence over politics
Social equality
Use of nuclear weapons
Women’s safety
Work-life balance
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Economic issues
dominate the
Australian mind
although COVID
and climate
change also
concern all
Australians
Dominant issues of concern
– Mar’22 (%)

COVID-19 + Disease epidemic

81

Affordable housing

81

Climate change + Global warming

80

Australian economy

80

Household income

79

Quality of health care

77

Women’s safety

77

Economic

DQ3 - Please indicate, which of the following currently concern you? Base: Total sample

92

Cost of living

Environmental

Societal
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Cost of living is going to be an
increasing concern for the rest
of 2022
Rising prices prompted by war,
pandemic and natural disasters
Cost of living is much more important
for Australians than previous elections
NAB, CBA, ANZ and Westpac
announced an interest rate increase
after RBA’s decision
$100 extra a month: Home buyers face
mortgage hike with interest rates set to
climb further

Why does cost of living matter?
Because finances are a part of our wellbeing
When it comes to money and finance, where do you sit on each of the scales below? (%)
My finances are …
Part of my overall
wellbeing

55

23

22

Separate to my
overall wellbeing

Living situation …
Financially comfortable

36

E13. When it comes to money and finance where do you sit on each of the scales below? Base: n=1,000

24

39

Financially struggling
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What concerns us varies depending on
our views and outlook on the world
Traditionalists

Images credit: SMH

Progressives
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We are a nation balanced or divided between
progressive views and traditional views
Thinking about your views and outlook on the world, where do you sit on the following scale? (%)

35

37

34

36

33

33

29

24

24

22

28

25

37

39

42

43

39

42

Sep'19

Mar'20

Sep'20

Sep' 21

Mar'22

Mar' 21

B3 - Thinking about your views and outlook on the world, where do you sit on the following scale? Base: Total sample

I generally have
traditional views

Neutral

I generally have
progressive views
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Cost of living, affordable housing and COVID
concern us all, but that is where the synergy stops
Traditional

Progressive

Economic and social (healthcare) issues

Environmental and social (equality) issues

Cost of living

94

Climate change + Global warming

93
91

Australian economy

81

Cost of living

Household income

81

COVID-19 + Disease epidemic

86

Affordable housing

78

Women’s safety

84

COVID-19 + Disease epidemic

77

Social equality

84

Quality of healthcare

76

Affordable housing

83

Access to affordable healthcare

75

Animal extinction

81

Escalating international conflicts

74

Floods

80

Economic

Environmental

DQ3 - Please indicate, which of the following currently concern you? Base: Mar’22 Traditional n=333 / Progressive n=417

Societal
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When it comes to emerging issues, there is common concern
around on affordable housing, floods and quality of education
Traditional

Progressive

Floods

Quality of education

74

61

Affordable housing

83

78

68

51

80

70

67

52

73

62

Economic

Environmental

Societal

DQ3 - Please indicate, which of the following currently concern you? Base: Mar’22 Traditional n=333 / Progressive n=417

March 20

March 22
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Yet there are some differences in emerging
concerns among Traditionals and Progressives
Traditional

Progressive

Rising concern about home economics,
climate change and work-life balance

Rising concern about access to affordable
education, happiness, social equality

84

Cost of living

73

Household income

Climate change + Global warming

Rising sea levels

Work-life balance

62

78
84

Social equality

94

81

71

Personal happiness

78

70
Access to affordable education

44
60

65

72

48
58
Economic

Environmental

Societal

DQ3 - Please indicate, which of the following currently concern you? Base: Mar’22 Traditional n=333 / Progressive n=417

March 20

March 22
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Where Australians are right now:

Cost of living
is the dominant
issue and
emerging issue

Concern about
Covid, the global
economy and
unemployment is
receding

Climate change
is dominant
among
Progressives and
emerging among
Traditionals

But what are people doing about it?
17

People are paying more
attention to their decision
making: researching more
before buying

When
buying things,
I research
extensively

Thinking about your views and outlook on
the world, where do you sit on the following
scale? (%)

40

41

41

44

40

Sep'19

Mar'20

Sep'20

Mar' 21

Sep' 21

B3 - Thinking about your views and outlook on the world, where do you sit on the following scale? Base: Total Sep’21 sample

47

Mar'22
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Its not just about price: The
number of people aiming to
have a “positive impact
spend” is increasing

I should be
spending my
money where
I want to see
change in
combatting
climate change

Personal responsibility
around climate change (%)

30

Sep'20

36

36

39

Mar' 21

Sep' 21

Mar'22

E14 - Thinking about brands and companies, where do you sit on the following? Base: Total sample
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So what is it about?

Has good quality products

55

Reliable

The most important
features are
quality,
reliability,
environmentally friendly
and then price

46

Is environmentally friendly

45

Low prices

44

Cares about its customers

36

Listens to its customers

33

Acts ethically/ with integrity

32
30

Has a good reputation
23

Gives back to the community

Most important features
of a brand (%)

19

Authentic
Supports diversity
Has transparent
manufacturing processes
Adaptable

LM1 - Now imagine that you are the CEO of a brand whose target audience is people your age.
What are the most important qualities you think your brand should have? Base: Total sample

17
15
12

Mar'22

There is a lot of
cynicism about
companies
falsifying
sustainable
credentials

64%: It’s hard to figure out
whether products that are
labelled as ‘sustainable’ are
actually sustainable

SU6 - Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements.
Base: Total sample
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3 in 4
Australians are
at least
somewhat
knowledgeable
about
sustainability

SU1 - How knowledgeable would you say you are about the concept of sustainability?
Base: Total sample
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Defining
sustainability

SU2a Which of the following, if any, do you consider to be an aspect of
sustainability? Base: All aware of sustainability n=943

1 in 2

Nearly
think sustainability
encompasses the
environment,
economy and
society

1 in 4

But
think its just
the
environment

23

If you’re not seen
as sustainable,
Australians want
you to pay higher
taxes

If a company or organisation is not sustainable,
it should pay higher taxes

13
Agree

53

Attitudes to sustainability
in organisations (%)

Neutral

34
Disagree

SU6 - Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements.
Base:
Total sample
B3
- Thinking
about life in Canberra, do you think things are generally getting…
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If you are seen as sustainable, you are seen
as more trusted and more ethical
Expectations of brands and companies around sustainability (%)

Companies trying to
be sustainable are
more trustworthy

Companies trying to
be sustainable are
more ethical

44

47

E14NEW - Thinking about brands and companies, where do you sit on the following? Base: Total sample

30

29

25

There’s no link between
sustainable and
trustworthiness

25

Sustainability makes no
difference to how ethical
a company is

25

People want companies to play a greater role
in how we combat climate change…
Expectations of brands and companies around sustainability (%)
I want companies to
play a greater
leadership role in
combating climate
change

I like to hear about the
sustainable practices
companies are doing

55

50

27

29

18

21

I don’t think companies
can play a leadership role
in combating climate
change

Companies shouldn’t
speak about the
sustainable practices they
are doing

… and they want to hear about it
E14NEW - Thinking about brands and companies, where do you sit on the following? Base: Total sample
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When it comes to the Canberra market…

Image source: https://canberra.com.au/business/

Canberrans have a different mindset to the nation…

More likely to
have a
progressive
mindset…

More likely to
research things
extensively…

More likely to
spending their
money where they
want to see change
in combatting
climate change….

…than the rest of Australia
28

Canberrans have a different mindset to the nation
Views and outlook on the world (%)

55

My finances are
part of my
overall
wellbeing

I'm financial
comfortable
with my current
living situation

23

22

76

36

17

24

64

Australia

7

39

22

B3_2 Thinking about your views and outlook on the world, where do you sit on the following scale? Base: Total sample

Canberra

Australia

15

Canberra

Finances are
separate to my
overall wellbeing

I'm currently
struggling with
my financial
situation
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Dominant issues among Canberrans are quite different,
with a greater level of concern for societal issues
Dominant issues of concern (%)
Canberra

Total Australia
Cost of living

92

Escalating international conflicts

85

Climate change + Global warming

84

COVID-19 + Disease epidemic

81

Affordable housing

81

Cost of living

82

Climate change + Global warming

80

Online misinformation

82

Australian economy

80

Quality of healthcare

Household income

79

Habitat destruction

80

Quality of healthcare

77

Australian economy

79

Women’s safety

77

COVID-19 + Disease epidemic

Concern Type:

Economic

Societal

82

78

Environmental

DQ3 - Please indicate, which of the following currently concern you? Base: Mar’22 Total Australia n=1000 / Canberra n=176
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What does
this mean for
product and
service
delivery in
Canberra?

Image source: https://trade.visitcanberra.com.au/
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Canberrans focus
more on quality,
reliability,
environmentally
friendly and
acting ethically

Has good quality products

55

Reliable

46

Is environmentally friendly

45

Acts ethically/ with integrity

38
36

Cares about its customers

36

21
19

Supports diversity

18
17

Has transparent manufacturing
processes

18
15

Gives back to the community

17

Adaptable
LM1 - Now imagine that you are the CEO of a brand whose target audience is people your age.
What are the most important qualities you think your brand should have?
Base: Mar’22 Total Australia n=1000 / Canberra n=176

44

30
33

Listens to its customers
Authentic

The halo effect of being
sustainable is also present
in Canberra

50

40

30

Low prices

Most important features
of an organisation (%)

55

45

32

Has a good reputation

74

6

23

Canberra
Total Australia
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What
Australians
think: Consumer
trends and
insights

1.

Fear of cost of living is going to effect
decision making

2.

People are spending in line with their
values, and they need to understand
your values and what you stand for

3.

This is even more true for Canberrans,
with even higher expectations across
quality and integrity
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Thank you
Canberra: 68 Northbourne Ave, Canberra ACT
Sydney: Level 5, 60 Reservoir Street, Surry Hills NSW
Melbourne: The Commons, 3 Albert Coates Lane, Melbourne VIC
www.pollinate.com.au
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